Please read and understand all instructions and disclaimers before proceeding.

If you have questions, contact us at 1-866-366-1500 or email support@optimacompanies.com

- Walls must be flat and dry. Ensure wall or other structure to which the board is attached is structurally sound and can support the weight of the board(s)
- Complete hardware kits included will accommodate most but not all wall conditions. It is the customer's responsibility to determine appropriate hardware and provide alternative or additional hardware if necessary.
- It is recommended to use a 2 inch diameter glob of construction adhesive on the back of each panel for best installation results.

1.) Measure and mark your wall where board will be installed. Make sure there are no obstructions or electrical outlets in this area.

2.) Mount L Brackets to wall into studs or appropriate wall anchors. Install top brackets with room to slide up and down and install bottom brackets so that flange is positioned where bottom of the board will be and screw is at the top of long hole. See figure.

3.) Begin by installing panel “A” as marked on back of boards. This will be the left most panel of the installation. Place board on bottom brackets and slide top brackets down to top trim. Screw self-tapping screws into the board. Tip: drill small pilot holes to make this easier.

4.) With the “A” Panel installed, repeat previous steps with panel(s) labeled “B” Slide open edge of B Panel into h-bar of previously mounted panel. Drill, glue and mount as before until you have only the final panel labeled “C” Mount the C Panel.

5.) Check and make sure that all boards are all securely fastened to wall.

Enjoy your new whiteboard!